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Abstract: By analyzing and predicting the latent variation of human tissues, the concept of iterative programming of heavy 

kernel clustering is introduced to solve the problem of intelligent recognition of medical images of inflammation and cancer. 

Inflammatory cells modify the accumulation of cancer cells and leap to the early stage of cancer, which is called image entropy. 

The hypercomplex symmetric structure of the edge sliding kernel of the entropy kernel of high-dimensional s≥ 6 image. As well 

as the fusion of image entropy nucleus dumbbell double sphere complex sphere, the exchangeability of the central source 

extreme compression line sink; the central source superstring sink compresses to the critical point, and the unconstrained 2N + 1 

laminated incision will cause the high-dimensional superstring sink to break up and release the exfoliated cells. Non analytic 

exploitation is the inverse kernel factor of aidicom that can judge the entropy of latent tissue variation image from inflammation 

to early cancer. It is a foundation of revealing (predicting) system recognition data array, and can carry the first-order and 

second-order partial differential carriers of kernel core area. In the medical image, the identification of inflammation and cancer 

often troubles doctors. Based on the inherent logic between cell modification fluctuation and image, aidicom system gives the 

concept of image entropy, and uses the dieg algorithm to complete the classification of focus detection and recognition, as well as 

the prediction of future development. 

Keywords: Heavy Nuclear Clustering, Image Entropy, Cancer Cell Accumulation, Cell Modification,  

Tissue Recessive Variation, Intelligent Recognition 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1. DIEG Algorithm 

"Differential Incremental Equilibrium Geometry" is 

abbreviated as DIEG [1]. In this system, the first algorithm of 

DIEG is used, and the concept of iterative programming of 

heavy kernel clustering is introduced. The solution of 

intelligent recognition of medical image of inflammation and 

cancer, which is used to analyze and predict the latent 

variation of human tissue, is given. 

1.2. Image Recognition and Classification 

The traditional medical image recognition App is based on 

pixels or vector lines. Because the algorithm is old, it can only 

recognize visible tumors, so far it is difficult to reach the 

recognition level of image medical human experts. In view of 

the damage to human body caused by CT enhancement, CT 

Radiography and other inspection methods, AIDicom only 

detects lesions, outlines target areas, biometrics and grading 

on plain CT scan images, so as to minimize the impact on 

human body, and finally accurately predict the future 

development of lesions. 

2. Medical Image Entropy 

2.1. The Concept of Medical Image Entropy 

Differential incremental equilibrium geometry predicts 

the growth trend of bud nucleus vibration kernel shadow 

factor [2], has the entropy (s) of kernel evolution data array 

to predict the second-order tumor risk of inflammatory cells 

modified to the medical image entropy (s) of cancer cell 

accumulation [3]. 
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2.2. Similar to the Expansion of the Multi Variable Taylor 

Expansion Formula, the Corner Points of the 

Abnormal Points of Medical Images Are Obtained 

It has the robust phenomenon of corner edge, realizes the 

integrity of the core matrix transformation aidicom system, 

multifunctional, multimodal, robust and other intelligent 

digital analog AI system [4]. 
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= Σ ���(�,�)∆����� + 2�(�,�)∆����(��,��)∆��� +  �(��,��)∆��� !�" (1) 

= #$%, &%' �(� (�" #$%&%' 
Three dimensional reconstruction of non-linear edge focus, 

detection corner function of abnormal corner of medical 

image, and geometric morphology of super three-dimensional 

convex structure. The high-dimensional space of 

three-dimensional focus with nonlinear edge of super 

three-dimensional convex shape, )%is the changed matrix. 

Super three-dimensional convex shape of nonlinear edge of 

three-dimensional lesions in high-dimensional space.N%is the 

changed matrix, Patient 3[N_13799]. 

 
Figure 1. Matrix of standard three-dimensional space. 

 
Figure 2. The super 3d convex shape of the marginal lesions. 

 
Figure 3. Nonlinear edge three-dimensional focus high-dimensional real space. 
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Figure 4. Nonlinear edge three dimensional focus high dimensional abstract space. 

 
Figure 5. Images of non-linear edge focus and 4 images of rotation (31/4)+. 

 
Figure 6. The real space of three-dimensional lesions of renal carcinoma. 

2.3. Weak Nonlinear Finite Isopotential Hypercircle- 

Hypercomplex Hypercircle Image Abnormal Target 

Region 

The smooth edge of the medical image area is fine sketched. 

�∆S = , = �����	
2
�

� �∆��� + ����
2

�

� �∆����� 

The area edge sketch of medical image tissue with finite 

weak nonlinear equal potential difference is in essence the 

abnormal target area of hypercomplex and hypercircle images 

[5]. The complex structure from normal cell modification to 

cancer cell modification, no matter from the geometric 

topology construction of cell modified microstructure or from 

the three-dimensional construction of image tissue target area, 

has the conceptual equivalence and the similarity in 

mathematical deduction. 

-∑ � S/
01�2��3 �456 (7),86 �7‘�:∇ ≅ ∑ � S/
01�2��3 �456 (7),86 �7‘�: ≅
=4∑ � ∙ △56@A��
,B� :CDE

∆��� − 4∑ � ∙ △86@A��
,B� :C5G
∆���H(2) 

The edge of the area of the tissue abnormal target in medical 

image is delineated by finite weak nonlinear equipotential 

difference. Because of the use of integration with gradient 

edge, the area edge of tissue abnormal target area is more 

smooth, in fact, it has super complex and super circular image 

abnormal target area. The corner of abnormal point in medical 

image has the robust phenomenon of corner edge. 
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) Iω765 ω7@5 K ∘ ) Iω768 ω7@8 KM = )% =� ∑ � ∙ N6O@��
,B� !∆E��"� + � ∑ � ∙ N6PQO@PQ��
,B� !∆E��"�H            (3) 

The abnormal target areas of three-dimensional or high-dimensional images of hypercomplex and hypercircle [6]. 

∑ � S/
01�2��3 �456 (7),86 �7‘�: ≅ =4∑ △56@A��
,B� :7∆��� − 4∑ � ∙ △86@A��
,B� :7‘∆���H                   (4) 

The matrix transformation of ) → )% and the three-dimensional or higher dimensions of the super circle can solve the 

variation target area of the three-dimensional spatial rotation of the focus in the medical image recessive tissue. 

) =S
B. (() S(
��)(B). (()H ∘ ) =U
B. ((%) U(
��)(B). ((%)HV = )% I4∑ △N6WO@W��
,B� :∆E�� + X∑ � ∙ △N6W�O@W���
� Y∆E��K    (5) 

2.4. Hyperspace Transformation of Image Entropy of 

Sparse Matrix 

The sparse matrix Z → Z%super complex transformation, 

and the image entropy Super Space Transformation of the 

recessive mutation target domain of high-dimensional medical 

image organization [7]. The depth statistical joint clustering 

kernel of sparse matrix transformation has the characteristics 

of hypercomplex and high-dimensional image abnormal target 

domain. 

Z [\\
] S
B ∆N^S
(B_�) S`�∆Na S`(B_�)bcc

d °Z%
[\\
\] ∆OV̂ U`�U
B U`(B_�)U
(B_�) ∆OaV bcc

cd
 

= )% f�	
B ⋯⋮ ⋱ ⋮⋯ 	(
_`)(B_�)� � (�j "∆kl,(lmQ)A + �(� j "∆no,(omQ)A ��
B ⋯⋮ ⋱ ⋮⋯ �(
_`)(B_�)�p 
Sparse matrix joint clustering 

kernel �∆N^ , ∆N^_�� and  ∆OaV , ∆Oa_�V ! under angular. To 

construct the most complex digital model of the abnormal 

target domain of the hypercomplex high-dimensional image. 

The data atlas of sparse matrix and joint clustering kernel is 

the abnormal target domain of hyper complex 

high-dimensional image. The disturbance of medical image 

data matrix is checked by the reduced dimension edge sliding 

of sparse matrix combined with clustering kernel, which is 

called complex dynamic system [8]. 

Z [\\
] S
B ∆N^S
(B_�) S`�∆Na S`(B_�)bcc

dZ%
[\\
\] ∆OV̂ U`�U
B U`(B_�)U
(B_�) ∆OaV bcc

cd qSr (s, t), � ∙ Ur (s, t)u ∙ vwx 

= vwx ∙ f y(^,a)∇ Z% − �� ∙ z(^,a)O z�S(^,a)U`(B_�)S(s�, t)
�� � ∙ z(^,a)N z�U(^,a)S
(B_�)U(s, t�) y(^,a)∇ Z p               (6) 

2.5. Covariance Kernel Complex Ellipse 

The covariance kernel complex ellipse is the inverse kernel perturbation kernel of the covariance matrix variable of the image 

entropy kernel which constrains the morphological distribution. 

{���|(^,a)� � = } ∙ = ~QQ×�` N(l,o)A!∙��1Nl�` �QQ∙��1N(�,l)A ,
∙�QA∙2
`O(�,o)A !�A − ~QA×�` O(l,o)A!∙2
`Oo�` �QQ∙��1N(�,l)A ,
∙�QA∙2
`O(�,o)A !�AH               (7) 

and ���� ∙ |�}S(�,^)� , � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�vU(�,a)� ��A complex ellipse 

representing covariance kernel, s represented dimension, 

(��, (��. 

is the real parameter of matrix,���, ���is the real parameter 
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of complex variable ellipse, S(�,^) → S� , U(�,a) → U� 

is the covariance sparse matrix. 

Compared with the cell modification from inflammation to 

cancer, "constrained hyperelliptical modification - image 

entropy reverse internal disturbing nucleus morphology 

distribution" and "non analytical exploration - recessive tissue 

variation image entropy reverse nuclear factor", the exfoliated 

cells expanded the constrained cell modification, which made 

the inflammation jump to cancer cell modification, and had 

the process of supersymmetric geometric morphology 

evolution. 

The root of the inverse kernel solution of the covariance 

matrix variable of the image entropy core that constrains the 

shape distribution can correctly reveal the internal relationship 

of the covariance matrix variable, so as to correctly obtain the 

sliding kernel trend of the image entropy core that constrains 

the shape distribution, that is, the internal law of the 

development trend from inflammation to cancer, the hidden 

variation of human tissue, and the solution to block its 

development. According to the shape kernel of the 

hypercomplex symmetric structure of the edge sliding kernel 

of the entropy kernel of the high-dimensional } ≥ 6image. 

Because S��, S�� ≠ 0, Ω�`�0��a��0`��1�� �y
∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx � → 0 , i.e. 

image entropy or image entropy nucleus tends to zero, 

inflammation will jump to cancer, and inflammation of human 

tissue cannot be repaired, i.e. {���|(^,a)� �divergence. 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�� �y
∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx � = � ∙ �1} ∙ � �v  ��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��!λ�� × �v�S(^,a)�� ∙ |�}S^ − λ�� × �v�U(^,a)�� ∙ ,�vUa��
∗ ∙ z�  |�}(S�̂) ⊗ ,�v�Ua��!,	 

 ��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��! = 1, ��� �¡s	}$ ¡¢	��¢��¡, ���, ��� ≡ 1, Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�� �y
∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx � → 0 (8) 

 
Figure 7. The morphological kernel of the hypercomplex symmetric structure of the edge sliding kernel of the entropy kernel of the high-dimensional } ≥6image. 

On the constrained complex hypercircles. 

�v  ��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��!,	 
�¤  ��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��! = 1, ��� �¡s	}$ ¡¢	��¢��¡, ���, ��� ≡ 1 

2.6. Construction of the Complex Dynamic Perturbation Kernel of the Hypercomplex and Circularity of the Constrained 

Laminated Notch of the Image Entropy Sliding Kernel 

We need to increase the dimension of its complex hypercircle. 

4��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�∙¥¦, � ∙  § ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��∙¥¦: 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! = � ∙   ��1 ∙ �¨`X�QQ∙��1�NQl_NAl�A∙¥¦,
∙¥¦∙�QA∙2
`�OQo_OAo�A∙¥¦Y~QQ×�` N(l,o)A!∙��1Nl�~QA×�` O(l,o)A!∙2
`Oo��
∗ z�  |�}(S�̂) ⊗ ,�v�Ua��!      (9) 

From the high-dimensional image entropy sliding core constraining 2n lamination incision hyperconvexation to the image 

entropy sliding core non constraining 2n lamination incision hyperconvexation [9]. (©)	ª
0�1�1 , s = 10) 
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{�`�0��a��0`��1�¬  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! 

= � ∙ |1 ∙ � f4��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�∙¥¦, � ∙ �® ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��∙¥¦:(�� ∙ |1� ∙ S(^,a)� ∙ |�}S^ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙ U(^,a)� ∙ ,�vUa ¯p
∗E

°±  

z�(°��)  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���!,	 
²vz	} = 10;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v                                   (10) 

When ©)	�
0�1 embedded replication is complete,} ≥ 10, �¤	} = 11	¶ℎ¡v 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! 

= � ∙ |1 ∙ � f 4��� ∙ |�}(S�̂ + S�̂ )�∇∙¥¦, � ∙ �® ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v�U�a + U�a��∇∙¥¦:λ�� ∙ |1� ∙ �S(^,a)� ∙ |�}S^�∇ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙ �U(^,a)� ∙ ,�vUa�∇¯p
∗E

°± ∙ 
z�°��  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���!,	 
²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v                                   (11) 

When DNA damage is caused by even order transition of image entropy nucleus, it forms "the similar nuclear fission of 

complex dynamic perturbation nucleus with hyperconvexation and roundness of unrestricted 2)lamination notch of image 

entropy sliding nucleus". The migration of 2) + 1 lamination notch of image entropy gliding nucleus is π / 4 hyperconvexed 

and complex dynamic perturbation nucleus fission like. 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! 

= � ∙ 2|1 ∙  § ∙ � ��  ��� ∙ |�}��B ∑ � ∙�E_�
� SB̂ �, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v��B ∑ � ∙�E
� UBa�!λ�� ∙ |1� ∙ �S(^,a)� ∙ |�}S^�∇ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙ �U(^,a)� ∙ ,�vUa�∇��
∗E

°±  

z�°��  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���!,	 
²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v                                   (12) 

 

 
Figure 8. Complex dynamic perturbation nucleus with hyperconvexation and roundness of unrestricted 2) lamination notch of image entropy sliding nucleus. 
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It shows the importance of the quasi thinking iterative 

programming of the heavy kernel clustering (single clustering 

and joint clustering) in aidicom image recognition and the 

nuclear fission like depth fusion of the migration π / 4 of 2) + 1 stack notch of the first order partial differential of the 

unconstrained sliding kernel of image entropy. Heavy kernel 

clustering (single clustering, joint clustering) quasi thinking 

iterative programming-homomorphic kernel exchangeability 

of hyperconvexation-image entropy sliding kernel 

unconstrained first-order partial differential 2) + 1 stacking 

notch migration π / 4 hyperconvexation complex dynamic 

perturbation kernel fission [10]. 

Ω �`�0��a	��0`����¸�¹¹�¹	º��1��0
`»1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! 

= � ∙ 2|1 ∙  § ∙ � ��  ��� ∙ |�}��B ∑ � ∙�E
� SB̂ �, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v��B ∑ � ∙�E_�
� UBa�!λ�� ∙ |1� ∙ �S(^,a)� ∙ |�}S^�∇ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙ �U(^,a)� ∙ ,�vUa�∇��
∗E

°± ∙∙ z�°��  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���!,	 
²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v                                   (13) 

 
Figure 9. Image entropy sliding kernel is unconstrained. The first order partial differential 2(2) + 1) laminated notch complex dynamic perturbation kernel. 

"The homomorphic kernel of the logical split structure of double hypercomplex and circular transformation is exchangeable. 

The image entropy sliding kernel is unconstrained. The first order partial differential 2(2) + 1) laminated notch complex 

dynamic perturbation kernel" is a set of core equations [11]. 

¼½
½½
½¾
½½
½½
¿Ω�`�0��a	��0`���0
»»�0
`»1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! = � ∙ 2|1 ∙ �® ∙ ∑ I4�6@∗ ∙��1 
@ ∑ 
∙AÀ6ÁA N@l!,�
∙�(6mQ)(@mQ)∗ ∙2
` 
@ ∑ 
∙AÀmQ6ÁQ O@o!:~QQ∙�ÂQ∙ N(l,o)A∙��1Nl!∇�7QA∙�ÂA∙ O(l,o)A∙2
`Oo!∇ K∗E°± ∙

z�°��  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���! , ²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v, �
B∗ , �(
_�)(B_�)∗ ≡ 1
Ω�`�0��a	��0`���0
»»�0
`»1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! = � ∙ 2|1 ∙ �® ∙ ∑ I4�6@∗ ∙��1 
@ ∑ 
∙AÀmQ6ÁQ N@l!,�
∙�(6mQ)(@mQ)∗ ∙2
` 
@ ∑ 
∙AÀ6ÁA O@o!:~QQ∙�ÂQ∙ N(l,o)A∙��1Nl!∇�7QA∙�ÂA∙ O(l,o)A∙2
`Oo!∇ K∗ ∙E°±

z�°��  |�}(S°̂��) ⊗ ,�v�Ua°���! , ²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v, �
B∗ , �(
_�)(B_�)∗ ≡ 1

           (14) 

The deep feature information and the commutativity of homomorphic kernel of complex variable circle w logic split structure 

form complex variable dynamics similar to two camera sources [12]. 

#�(	), �(	∗)' ≅ 414:` I,�v �	� +�	

�

� + v ∙ +4� + ,�v �	�∗ −�	
∗

�

� + v ∙ +4�K

`�� ⊗ (∆5̀ , 	∆5∗` ), ²vz 

�¤(∆5̀ , 	∆5∗` ) ≡ 1,�(	)~	�(	∗)                                    (15) 
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 �Ä|�}`(	), � ∙ Ä,�v`(	∗)� ≡ 1, v = 4 is a high 

dimensional complex circle with non robustness removed. So #�(	), �(	∗)'  is the dimension reduction (planarization) 

processing of robust sliding angle depth feature information 

with corner points. Depth feature information 2D dynamic 

corner complex circle logic split homomorphic 

kernel. #�(	), �(	∗)' is the dimension reduction 

(planarization) processing of depth feature information of 

robust sliding angle with corner. 

 

3. The Nonlinear Estimation Interval of 

the Central Limit Theorem of the 

Normal Distribution of Joint Clustering 

Clustering (joint clustering) and weak robustness of 

discrete gradient data clustering the nonlinear estimation 

interval formula of the central limit theorem, a normal 

distribution for extracting the feature information of sliding 

angle depth [13]. 

#�(	), �(	∗)' ≅ 414:` I,�v �	� +�	

�

� + v ∙ +4� + ,�v �	�∗ −�	
∗

�

� + v ∙ +4�K

`�� ⊗  Ä|�}`(	), � ∙ Ä,�v`(	∗)!, 
²vz	|¡v¶¢²�	����¶	¡}¶��²¶��v	�v¶¡¢&²� =�± ,�v X Å  ÆÇ − È⋄√` Ë���A! + Ì±! + 2Í+Y , �±,�v X Å  ÆÇ + È⋄√` Ë���A! + Ì±! + 2Í+YH , v = 4  (16) 

 
Figure 10. The normal distribution of joint Clustering - the nonlinear estimation interval of the central limit theorem. 

The quasi thinking iterative programming and clustering 

(joint clustering) of heavy kernel clustering, the normal 

distribution of the weak robustness sliding angle depth feature 

information extraction of the discrete gradient data cluster - 

the nonlinear estimation parameter space of the central limit 

theorem, and the weak distribution of the homomorphic 

structure of intelligent information such as dimension, wave 

shape and weak robustness sliding kernel. It has a complex 

variable circle (high-dimensional) logic split line sink system, 

which is composed of the nonlinear rotation of the center line 

source of the Ä|�}`(	), � ∙ Ä,�v`(	∗)!notch and the source 

line sink wave [14]. 
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[\\
\\]|�}

ÎA(	) − Ï⋄√v	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5Ï⋄∗√v −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc
ccd → 14 ,�v �4Å 4ÆÇ ± Ï⋄√v Ë���A: + π4: + 2Í+� , ²vz		∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 = 	∗, ÆÇ5, 	Ï⋄ ∈  +8 , +4!, 

v = 4 , 8 , |�}ÎA(	) ⊗ 	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 ⊗X−� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)Y , È⋄∗√` ⊗	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 ⊗  − È⋄√`!              (17) 

The estimation interval of the central limit theorem of the high-dimensional complex variable circle normal distribution 

(multimode, periodic, oscillatory) with sample compression line is similar to that of the quasi thinking iterative programming of 

heavy kernel clustering [15]. 

[\\
\\]|�}

ÎA(	) − Ï⋄√v	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5Ï⋄∗√v −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc
ccd ≃ 	 414:` I,�v �	� +�	


�

� + v ∙ +4� + ,�v �	�∗ −�	
∗

�

� + v ∙ +4�K

`�� ⊗X|�}ÎA(	), � ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)Y, 

²vz	�¤	Ï⋄∗ = �B �� ∙�E

� 	B∗, Ï⋄ = �B �� ∙�E


� ÆÇ5B , 
X|�}ÎA(	), � ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)Y ≡ 1, v = 4 , 8 , 	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5	�}	¶ℎ¡	}²� �¡	��� ¢¡}}��v	��v¡.          (18) 

3.1. The Normal Distribution (Multimodal, Periodic, 

Oscillatory) of the Center Source Limit Compression 

Line of the Image Entropy Kernel (Carcinoid) 

The normal distribution (multi peak, periodicity, oscillation) 

of the extreme compression line of the central source of the 

image entropy nucleus (carcinoid tumor). It can be seen that 

the other main reason for the change from inflammation of the 

image entropy nucleus to cancer is the degree of the 

compression line. From the medical point of view, it is the 

DNA damage during the cell modification that causes the 

fluctuation, and the long-term damage will lead to the increase 

of the density of human tissue, that is, the degree of the 

compression line. 	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5  is the sample compression line, and when the 

parameter of the degree of accommodation of the compression 

line is Ï⋄∗ ∈  Ö×� , Ö±�! , Ï⋄ ∈  Ö×� , Ö±�! ,   ≫ ∆� , and when 	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 is close to the critical value, the even class transition 

mechanism of image entropy nucleus is induced. When 	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 is at the critical value, the high dimensional complex 

sphere of the image entropy core splits rapidly [16]. 

Ï⋄∗ = �B �� ∙�E

� 	B∗, Ï⋄ = �B �� ∙�E


� ÆÇ5B  

[\\
\]|�}ÎA(	) − È⋄√`	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5È⋄∗√` −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc

cd , ²vz	v = 8 , Ï⋄∗ ∈  Ö×� , Ö±�! ,   ≫ ∆�                (19) 

	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 is the critical value of the compression line of high dimensional complex variable ball sampling. 

The image entropy core of the compressed line of the high dimensional complex variable sphere sample is squeezed to the 

critical value [17]. The image entropy gliding nucleus is not constrained by 2) + 1 lamination incision migration π / 4 

hyperrefolding circular complex dynamic perturbation nucleus like fission, high dimensional refolding sphere compression line 

inner ring fragments, forming cancer cell source exfoliated cells. 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! = � ∙ |1 ∙ � f4��� ∙ |�}(	�∗ + 	�∗)�∇∙¥¦, � ∙ �® ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v(ÆÇ�5 + ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦:
λ�� ∙ |1� ∙ �	B∗� ∙ |�}	B∗�∇ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙  ÆÇB5� ∙ ,�vÆÇB5!∇ ¯p

∗E
°±  
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�¢	� ∙ 2|1 ∙  § ∙ � f� ��� ∙ |�}��B ∑ � ∙�E_�
� 	B∗�, � ∙ ��� ∙ ,�v��B ∑ � ∙ ÆÇB5�E
� �!
λ�� ∙ |1� ∙ �	B∗� ∙ |�}	B∗�∇ − (�� ∙ |1� ∙  ÆÇB5� ∙ ,�vÆÇB5!∇ �p

∗
∙E

°±  

z�°�� 4|�}  	B∗°��! ⊗ ,�v  ÆÇB5°��!: , ²vz	} = 11;  , § = 2,4,6, … ,2v                   (20) 

3.2. Fusion of Dumbbell Double Sphere Complex Sphere of Image Entropy Nucleus 

The fusion of dumbbell double sphere complex sphere of image entropy core, and the high dimensional double complex phere 

of limit compression line of central source.	∗ ↔ ÆÇ5 → 4|�}(	�∗ , 	�∗)�∇∙¥¦, � ∙ ,�v(ÆÇ�5, ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦: exchangeability of image entropy 

kernel 	�∗~ÆÇ�5, 	�∗~ÆÇ�5[18]. 

[\\
\\]
|�}ÎA(	) − Ï⋄√v|�}(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦, � ∙ ,�v(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦Ï⋄∗√v −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc

ccd, 

²vz	Ï⋄∗ = �B �� ∙�E

� 	B∗, Ï⋄ = �B �� ∙�E


� ÆÇ5B , 
v ≫ 8 , Ï⋄∗ ∈  Ö×� , Ö±�! ,   ≫ ∆��, 	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5, 	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5                          (21) 

is the critical value from the sample compression line of the high dimensional double complex sphere to the fusion core 

 
Figure 11. Image entropy core dumbbell double sphere complex variable sphere core. 

For example, in renal cell carcinoma (left renal cell 

carcinoma) No. 1, the central limit compression line 	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5, 

replicates (leads) the cancer cell DNA into the central limit 

compression line 	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5 exchangeable core of No. 2 (right 

renal carcinoma) [19]. The unconstrained 2) + 1 laminated 

notch will fragment the inner ring of the high dimensional 

complex variable sphere. The core of No. 1 and No. 2 nuclei 

began to collapse and form the exfoliated cells of cancer cells. 

And cancer cells and toxins spread rapidly [20]. 

For the renal cancer with image entropy nucleus dumbbell 

double sphere complex sphere, the normal distribution (multi 

peak, periodic, oscillatory) of the non compact compression 

line sink of the center source limit sampling of the 

4|�}(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦, � ∙ ,�v(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦: ≅ �|�} ��B � � ∙�E_�

� 	B∗� , � ∙ ,�v ��B �� ∙ ÆÇB5�E


� �� 
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image entropy nucleus double sphere complex sphere kernel begins to relax; the non compact line sink of the high dimensional 

complex sampling begins to relax [21]. 

[\\
\\\
\]|�}

ÎA(	) − Ï⋄√v
�|�} ��B � � ∙�E_�


� 	B∗⨁�B �� ∙ ÆÇB5�E

� � , � ∙ ,�v ��B �� ∙ ÆÇB5⨁�B � � ∙�E_�


� 	B∗
�E

� ��

Ï⋄∗√v −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc
ccc
cd
, ²vz 

Ï⋄∗ = �B ∑ � ∙�E
� 	B∗, Ï⋄ = �B ∑ � ∙�E
� ÆÇ5B , v ≤ 8 , Ï⋄∗ ∈  Ö×� , Ö±�! ,   ≤ ∆��                   (22) 

 
Figure 12. Image entropy kernel solitary wavelet of double sphere complex variable sphere kernel. 

There is a weak nonlinear |�}Û∆P¥A (	), � ∙ ,�vÛ∆P¥A (	∗)-phase difference between the high-dimensional image of the growth 

trend of the intelligently generated nucleus of renal cancer cells and that of the normal cells modified nucleus [22]. 

 
Figure 13. The growth trend of normal cell modification and damaged and repaired cancer cell bud nucleus. 
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The kernel of dumbbell double sphere complex variable sphere with image entropy kernel.Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! →
Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�¬  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx !, Compression chord (compression line) of Hyper complex , } = 11	 → 10 wave causes release of 

exfoliated cells [23]. 

[\\
\]|�}

ÎA(	) − È⋄√`Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx !È⋄∗√` −� ∙ ,�vÎA(	∗)bcc
cd , ²vz	Ï⋄∗ = �B ∑ � ∙�E
� 	B∗, Ï⋄ = �B ∑ � ∙�E
� ÆÇ5B         (23) 

4. Conclusion 

4.1. The Center Source Superstring Is Compressed to 

Critical, and the Inner Ring of the High Dimensional 

Superstring Is Broken and Exfoliated Cells Are 

Produced 

The center source superstring is compressed to critical. The 

inner ring of high-dimensional superstring compression will 

be broken in the unrestrained 2) + 1 stacking incision, and 

the number of exfoliated cells released will be calculated. 

Let's say that 	�∗ = 1 exfoliated cells, ÆÇ�5 cancer cells, and a 

unit of superstring is equal to 4|�}(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦, � ∙

,�v(	�∗ ↔ ÆÇ�5)�∇∙¥¦:. 

So how many exfoliated cells are released from Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! → Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�¬  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! , 

and how many exfoliated cells are released from 100 units of 

superstring [24]. 

4.2. Image Entropy and Prediction of Future Development 

Whether the immune cells of human immune system are 

activated to intervene in inflammation, cancer and transition, 

this recognition puzzles life science researchers and medical 

researchers. Based on its internal logic, aidicom system uses 

the dieg algorithm to complete the detection and classification 

of lesions, as well as the prediction of future development. 

Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! → Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�¬  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! = −� ∙ Ö_��QQÖÄ×�QQ + � ∙ Ö_��QÜÖÄ×�QÜ = −� ∙ +  �Ý√×× − ��√×¬! ≅ −0.326362  (24) 

Therefore, 32.6362 exfoliated cells were released from the 

100 unit superstring of the image entropy kernel Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1��  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx ! → Ω�`�0��a	��0`��1�¬  y
�∙C⊗C�∝∙ ẁx !. 
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